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We introduce a new dipolar relaxation time T~»' which characterizes the spin-lattice relaxation
in the presence of a large rf field. Measurements of 7 ~»' are particularly useful for studying slow atomic motions in rnultispin systems, since such measurements enable us to vary the contribution of a particular spin species"s motion relative to the contribution of
the other spin species's, thus enabling us to identify the diffusing species. %'e also show that the

of secular dipolar interactions

anisotropy of the conventional dipolar relaxation time T~» can differ enormously for diffusion of
different spin species in a multispin system and, accordingly, can be used to identify the dominant
diffusing species. Finally, we show that the high-rf-field rotating-frame relaxation time Ti „measured as a function of rf frequency, also enables us to identify the diffusing species. We demonstrated experimentally the validity of. these techniques by measurements of potassium vacancy
diffusion in a KF:Ca'+ single crystal and measurements of fluorine diffusion in AgF powder.

I.

INTRODUCTION

NMR is currently widely used for studying the microscopic behavior of systems containing diffusing
atoms and rotating molecules. Measurements of the
temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation
time T~ allow the determination of activation energies
Similar measurements of the
and jump times.
rotating-frame spin-lattice relaxation time T~„and of
the dipolar relaxation time T~» enable one to obtain
information characteristic of much slower motions occuring at lower temperatures. ' ' Both the T~
theories" and more recently the high-rf-field T~„
theories'0
have been extended to heterogeneous
(multispin) systems.
A di%culty arises if one measures relaxation times
in a multispin system. Such measurements
by themselves will not normally indicate which spin species is
diffusing, since a diffusion jump of any spin species'
may contribute to the relaxation. To obtain informa- .
tion about which species in diffusing, it is necessary to
find some experimentally controlled parameter whose
variation changes the contribution of one spin
species's motion relative to the contribution of the
others', In this paper we present some examples of
these parameters along with experimental verification
of our ability to identify the diffusing species.
Consider the dipolar relaxation time T~» for a
multispin system. The different dipolar interaction
terms normally cross relax rapidly to a common temperature, resulting in identical Tia measurements for
'" In this paper we have
the different spin species.
extended, the normal strong-collision Slichter-Ailion-' '
(SA) theory for the dipolar relaxation time T~» to the
case of a two-spin (I and 5) system. We then show
that, for the case of strong I and weak S spins, there

"

"

"

can be enormous anisotropy for diffusion of S spins,
in contrast to the small anisotropy characteristic of the
Thus the crystal orientation is
diffusion of I spins. '
an example of an easily controlled parameter whose
variation can identify the diffusing species in a single
crystal.
A major portion of this paper is devoted to describfor determining the doming a novel technique"
inantly diffusing species in a "slow motion" dipolarrelaxation-time experiment, In particular, we introduce a new relaxation time T~l&' which describes the
spin-lattice relaxation of the secular part of the dipolar
interaction in the presence of a large rf field. Furthermore, we develop an SA-type theory for relating T~»'
to the diffusion jump time. Like Ti» of the SA
theory, T~~~' is appropriate f'or studying slow atomic
motions but has a unique feature particularly suitable
for multispin systems. By varying the orientation of
the effective field in the rotating f'rame, the contribution to T~» of one spin species s motion may be
varied relative to the others'. Thus, the dominantly
diffusing spin species can easily be identified.
A third. method for identifying the diffusing species
consists of measuring the dependence of the high-field
Ti„on the orientation 01 of the effective field in the
rotating frame. %e have derived expressions for T~„
for a two-spin system (strong I and weak 5) and have
shown that the dependence of T~„on Ol also depends
strongly on which species is diffusing.

"

"

II.

TH EORY

A. Spins in a large dc field

Consider a system of two species of nuclear spins (I
and S) in a solid. With the spin system placed in large
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dc magnetic field Ho (chosen to be along the z axis),
the Hamiltonian is given by

& = &z(+ &z.s

and
Cj(

+ &o

H, ) with the
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&zi

I and S spins,

respectively,
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It
Kl~ is the spin-spin dipolar interaction.
into two parts, Xl&"' and K&&"', the secular
and nonsecular dipolar interactions, respectively,

The term
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is divided
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Spin-lattice interactions cause the order of the enerof Kz/, Zz&, and XI~0' to relax towards
thermal equilibrium with the lattice. In other words,
/3I, P&, and P» evolve with time towards the lattice
temperature PL. The time constants of this relaxation
are defined to be T~/, Tl, z, and T~I& for the
'
Zzl, Ãz~, and Zn reservoirs, respectively (see Fig.

gy reservoirs

(5)

&~)

8„I, S,

1).

= —QC, ~(3~-, ~-» —S,

Note that XD ' includes a/l secular dipolar interactions, those between unlike spins as well as those
between like spins [see Eq. (5)]. They all form a
common reservoir with a common spin temperature.
Thus, one cannot speak-of "dipolar order" of the I
spins separate from "dipolar order" of the 5 spins,
Also, the relaxation time T~» of dipolar order is the
same for both I and S spins, as illustrated in Fig. 1. A
"-" have been performed
variety of experiments"
which demonstrate the validity of the single dipolar
reservoir concept.

S~)

j. /.'

The dipolar coupling constants,

3;/„8,, and

given by

„)

A;„=—, y,' h'r„,'(1 —3 cos't)
'

8;&,

+zs + +o + +n
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in the followirig
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(0)
(0)
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11)

where Pl, P~, Pn are inverse spin temperatures

(4)

The secular dipolar interaction is defined to be that
part which commutes with Ã&/ and Ã&& and is given
(0)

' (1 —3 cos'8

. 3

In a previous
that for large H0
the terms, Xz/, Ãz&. , Kz"', are quasi-invariants of the
motion, each forming an energy reservoir whose spin
order can be parametrized by a spin temperature.
Thus, the density operator is written, ' 4 2' " in the
limit,
high-temperature

/

g (0) + ~ (rt)

q

paper, " we showed

and

=—&ysHo

.

+ —+z/+
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We now write the Hamiltonian
form:

The terms Xz/ and Kz~ are the Zeeman interactions

of
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LATTICE

FIG, 1. Spin-lattice interactions with 1 and S spins

in a large H, ) in the lab frame.
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remains is nonsecular with respect to Zzj and Kzs.
We now divide the term Ã(', ' in Eq. (15) into two
'
parts, " .
XD and RD0"', which are secular and
nonsecular, respectively, with respect to K~j'. The
secular part, which commutes with Kz'(), is given (in
the tilted rotating reference frame) by

in a rotating reference frame

"""

Consider the addition of a large rf field H)( (perpendicular to Hp) of frequency co( near the I-spin resonant
frequenCy ylH0. In a referenCe frame" rOtating with
frequency 0)( about Ho (the: axis), the Hamiltonian

of Eq. (I) becomes

+ +ZS + +D + +D

+Zl

(00)

+D(00)

(15)

+Dll

(00) . (0)
+ @D/S
+ @DSS

(20)

where

Note that this transformation is made only with
respect to the I spins and is accomplished by the uni(
). Thus the'terms Kz&
tary operator exp( ice(—

X,(00) ——[—(3 cos'()( —1) ]
'o((0)

2

pl,

2

x QA, k(3l, l,

—I,

(21)

I, )

'

and KD remain unchanged since they commute with
this operator.
The first term Xz(() in Eq. (15) is the Zeeman interaction of the I spins with an "eftective" field H,, )~. l
which"
is the sum of H „(which is now static in
this reference frame) and an off-resonance field h,
given by

and

h

= Ho —(~(/y() eo

Thus the magnitude

t~

l

The term Rose is given in Eq, (8).
Thus, we write the Hamiltonian as

g

= tan (H „/h)
)

If we tilt the z axis (with respect to the I-spins) by this
angle 0( such that it points along H„,)) ( (the "tilted rotating reference frame""), the ((-spin Zeeman interaction is written as
+z(

g

~Y/+a)T(

P( +z(

(00),

+ (g

(oui)

+~(

) ur)))

(23)

(19)
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Eq. (15) is the nonsecular dipogD"' transformed to the rotating reference frame. Part of XD""" oscillates with frequencies
co/ and 2col in this reference frame and therefore can
be neglected. ' The time-independent
part that
lar interaction

g(r)
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FIG. 2. Spin-lattice interactions
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As before, spin-lattice interactions cause P(', P~,
and p())v) to relax towards pL. The time constants of
this relaxation are defined to be T~, l, T~~, and T~l&'
for the K~j', Kzs, and KD"" reservoirs, resPectively
(see Fig. 2). This definition of T)„(differs somewhat
from that of Redfield" and that used in the strongcollision theory' " as it characterizes only the relaxation of Zeeman order. However, in the large-field
(large H)() case, the two definitions agree. The relax-

/

The term

+g +g

This is similar in form to Eq. . (12), that is, three
commuting parts plus a noncornmuting part. For large
HIl the terms Xzl', ZS, Ãl)" ' are quasi-invariants of
the motion, each forming an energy reservoir whose
spin order can be parametrized by a spin temperature.
The density operator is written as

and the angle between H„,trl and H0 is given by
I((

(r)

is

=(H' +h')

H

(22)

k

j./

(16)

of H,,

=cos0( $8lkl;S

Xg(g

"

I and S spins

in the rotating

reference frame.
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ation time Tl»' has only recently"" been identified
and defined and will be discussed in more detail in the
following sections of this paper.

C. Strong-collision theory
Consider the case of dipolar spin-lattice relaxation
due to slow atomic motion. By "slow", we mean that
the average time interval v between difT'usion jumps of
an atom is much greater than the spin-spin relaxation
time T2 (the time required for an energy reservoir to
come to internal thermal equilibrium" ). From the SA
theory, " we obtain an expression for the dipolar relaxation time for this case:

DAVID C. AII. ION
1

I

N Tr(ZD",

')' —Tr(Zn'0
Tr(~ (0))

ZD/')

(25)

2

l»

where K», ' and X», ' are the secular dipolar Hamiltonians before and after a jump, respectively, and W is
the number of jumping atoms in the spin system.
[One should note that this equation differs from Eq.
(1) of Ref. 22 by a minus sign. The right-hand side
of Eqs. (1) and (5) —(7) of Ref. 22 should all be multiplied by minus one. ] The last term in Eq. (25)
represents the average fractional change of energy of
the dipolar reservoir due to a single jump of an atom:
Tr(KD(0)) '

—Tr(z/2(0,
Tr(~ (0)) 2

'z/(20/))

In multispin systems, such as the present case, KI~ '
includes a/I secular dipolar interactions, as seen in Eq.
(5). Thus, the motion of any one of the spin species
present aft'ects Tl». As an example, consider the case
of diff'usion in a system of strong I spins (yl large )
and weak S spins (y~ small ). We then have
fo)

»lt

If Tl»

++ +»I.(0'" ++ »$.(0)

S'

is due to I-spin diAusion,

we have from Eq.

(25)
1
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1
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where (1 —ps/) is again a geometric factor,
defined by
1

—PSI. =N S Tr(y

The local fields, HI

II

(0)
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T

(0)

Tr(~
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~ (0)

of order 1,
)
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and HLI~, are defined by
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2

0

Tr(&Die) 2
.
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Note that in the numerator of Eq. (31), only I-S terms
are present. This is due to the fact that K»11', and
As beX»1'&, are equal in the case of S-spin diIII'usion.
fore, S-S terms are omitted because they are negligibly
small.
From Eqs. (27), (32), and (33), we see that
HI
HLI&. Thus, from Eq. (30), we find that
Tl» && vq for S-spin diffusion. This is to be expected, since the weak S-spins' motion should surely have.
much less eA'ect on the dipolar reservoir than would
the strong, . I-spins' motion.
Another interesting feature of S-spin diAusion as
contrasted to I-spin diA'usion is the anisotropy in Tl»
as predicted by Eq. (30). (Anisotropy refers to measurements as a function of sample orientation in Ho
and en. ers the calculations through the value of 0+ in
the dipolar coupling parameters A;I, 8;2 and
) The
terms 2(l —p») and (1 —P&/) usually have small anisoThus, T)D for I-spin diffusion [see Eq.
tropy.
(28)] would also have small anisotropy. On the other
hand, T)D anisotropy for 5-spin diffusion [see Eq.
(30)] is given approximately by the local-field term
Hl'lq/(Ht'I~I +HL'Is) which in some instances is very anisotropic. An example of large Tl» anisotropy in Sspin diffusion is given in the KF case, discussed in

«»

r

C„.

'""

Sec. V.
is a geometric factor,

= Nl

Tr(+Dill)

'
(

of order 1,

Tr(&DII
(—
o))2

+Dll/')—

(29)

The I-S and S-S interactions have been omitted because of their small size [see Eq. (27)]. Note that
Eqs. (28) and (29) are the same as the SA result for
the single-spin species case. This is because the S
spins are weak and the relaxation of the dipolar reservoir, dominated by the I-I interactions, preceeds as if
the S spins were not even present.
If, on the other hand, T]» is due to S-spin
diffusion, we have, from Eq. (25),

D. Modified strong-collision

theory for Tl»'

The SA theory is easily modified to give us an expression for Tl»' due to slow atomic motion. We sim0'
'
and obtain
ply change X» to Ãz
N

Tr

(~ (00))

2

Tr (~

Tr(&

(00)

g

(00))

(oo)) 2

'
is a function of 0/ [see Eqs.
(20) (22)] T) D is also. This is an important feature
of Tl»'. It contains a parameter ]9~ which is deter-

Note that, since Z/I"
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mined by an experimentally controlled variable col, the
frequency of H». Thus, by varying 0 I, the relative
sensitivity of T»' to the motions of different spin
species can be varied.
1

[z (3cos
rL

[—, (3cos't/I

1)] HLII

Hl

To i11ustrate this, consider the case treated in the
previous section, that is, diffusion in a system of
strong I spins and weak S spins. If T] ~' is due to Ispin difi'usion, we have, from Eq. (34),
cos

I

—I)]'HLII+cos'/)IHLls

145

'. [—, (3cos'~1

gL HLI(s

—1)] HLLI+cos

'LHLIs

(35)
where 2(1 —p») is given by Eq. (29), and (1 —pQ') is a
geometric factor of order 1, defined by

=0„„

Tr(XDIS +DISI)

Tr(ZDIg;)

which is identical to T'o given by Eq. (28). Thus,
T]»' in the case of I-spin diffusion is generally in. For
dependent of 01, except perhaps near Hl = 0„,
is zero, and Eq. (35) bethe /-/interaction
8,

comes

The local fields, HLII and HLIq, are given by Eqs. (32)
and (33). Note that in Eq. (35) the /-S interaction
could not be neglected as it was in Eq. (28), since for
54.7') the
t)1 near the magic angle t)„,(=cos 41/3 —
/-/interaction
in
becomes
first
term
[the
Eq. (35)]
very small so that the / Sinteracti-on [the second term
in Eq. (35)] may contribute significantly to T, o'. For
the I-S interaction may be neglected,
0& not near
and Eq. (35) becomes

=

0„„

=

1

Tl D

,

—2(1 —p„)
1

cos 81 HLlg

1

1

(38)

pls)

7I

By comparison of Eqs. (37) and (38), we see that the
amount by which T~»'(0, ) varies near 01 = 0„,is deterand
mined by the relative values of 2(1 —
(I —pls)
In contrast, if T] &' is due to S-spin diffusion, we
have from Eq. (34)

p„)

HLss

1

r' [—, (3cos ~l —I)] HLig+cos''IHLIs

rs [z (3cosz81 —1)]2HL2»+coszHLHLzLs

TiD

—(I —

(37)

~l

1

=

1

Ti„'(0„,
)

(39)
where (1 —
psr) is given by Eq. (31), and
geometric factor, of order 1, defined by

T"(+D~SA )Tr(/fDS'i

Tr(~

(0)

)2

I)''

2(l —pss)

HD'S 5

is a

(40)

The local field HL~~ is given by
H0

HLss

T"(+Dss) /Tr(&zi)

(41)

Note that in Eq. (39) the S-S interaction cannot always be neglected as it was in Eq. (30), since, for t)1
near 90', the /-S interaction [the first term in Eq.
(39)] becomes very small so that the S-S interaction
[the second term in Eq. (39)] may contribute
significantly to T] o'.
In the case of S-spin diffusion, T, o' [see Eq. (39)]
has a large dependence on 01. In particular, for
(39) becomes
OI

=tt„„Eq.
1

1

Tie'(tt„,)
.

Thus, TiD'(Hg~)

~q

(I

pal)—

(42)

and is much smaller than T~D

given by Eq.

(30). For 01=90', Eq. (39) becomes

., '„,

1

1

T„'(90')

4HLss2
H,

(43)

))

In this instance, T~o'(90' )
ri and in fact. is also
much larger than T~q given by Eq. (30). Thus,
T, o'(0, ) in the case of S-spin difiusion varies a large
amount (often orders of magnitude) as a function of
01. This is. an extremely important feature of T] I~'.
By varying Hl, we can vary the effect of Sspin
diffusion on T'o'(01) relative to the efi'ect of /-spin
diffusion. This allows us to study the motions of
different spins separately and identify them, as is illus-

trated in Sec. V.

E.

H igh-Seld

T]

„

Consider the rotating-frame Zeeman spinlattice relaxation time T[„Idue to atomic motion.
(For large H'I, which is the present case, this relaxation time is often called the "high field" T~„.
) The expression for T] may be divided into two parts, T] „II

„I

HAROI
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and T]„I;,due to contributions from the
dipolar interactions, respectively.
1

1

T] I)»

T] I&l5'

I-I and I-S
(44)

))
8

Jl'I"'(2ylH frl)

HI

cos

Hi J'(I

(yIH. s I)

1

Tl pl/

(45)

)]

where J,I"'(&u) is the spectral density of the correlation
function of the I-l secular dipolar interaction and
depends on the nature of the atomic motion.
An expression for T]„~~has also been given"'-'
&'
or the case of 11,1 on resonance (81 =90 ), which, in
the limits yIHov && 1 and y&Hor &) 1, is written
i

(46)

where Ji","(cu) is the spectral density of the correlation
function of the I-S secular dipolar interaction. As far
as we have been able to determine, an extension of
this expression for T]„I&to the oft'-resonance case has.
not yet been reported in the literature. It is, ho~ever,
straightforward to provide one. Only two minor
changes in Eq. (4'6) need be made. First, the I-spin
Zeeman interaction Zz'I' given by Eq. (19) involves
H f] / instead 0'f H] I This feature can be included in
Eq. (46) by changing Ji'q'(yiH~I) to.JI'&'"(yIH,, rri).
Second, the nonsecular dipolar interaction ZI&1~' includes a factor sinai. We obtain from Eqs. (7) and
(22), in the tilted rotating reference frame,

T] I&/S

X B,i I, , S

(47)

We can include this feature in Eq. (46) by changing
to sint)IB„. Since Eq. (46) has a quadratic dependence on 8„[notethe (yly~)' factor, for example,
and compare with Eq. (10)], we simply multiply the
, expression
by sin'Hi.
Finally, then, we have

8„

T.l I) IS

iii).

„y(~yiiO'S (S + 1—
)
~

X Slfl III Jig

(ylH,

))

co 2.

'(2ylHI I)

3

,y

(I + 1)Ji'Io'(2

4 t'—l

(4

so'8

(49)

i(2ylHtr)
we obtain

yi

H

)

I)

(50)

+Isin'Hl)

(48)

1 (corresponding
ln the limit y, H, r, r
to the
cold side of the T~„q minimum), these expressions can
be simplified. It is well known" -" that in this limit the

=—
„y,'y,' tt'S (S +1)
(51)

x Ji'io'(yl Hi i) sin4III

As an application of these expressions, consider the
case treated in the previous sections, i.e. , diN'usion in
a system of strong I spins and weak S spins. In the
case of I-spin diA'usion, T],I is given by T]„»in Eq.
(50). (The contribution from T~„isis much too small
to be significant at any value of Hq )Assu. ming a constant H~i, thenwe , obtain from Eq. (50):

Ti„i(III)

T~„I(90 ')

sin'II, (4 cos'I)q

+ sin'Hi)

(52)

In the case of S-spin diA'usion, Z']„ll does not contribute to T]„I,and thus T]„Iis given by T]„I~in Eq.
(51). Assuming a constant Hir, we have

Ti„,(III)

1

T)„I(90')

~

stn. 8=1

to

and

„,

lr(90') = „y('yet'S(S—+1)Ji~"(ylHil)

Jl'I

Using- this and similar expressions,

x sin't)i(4c

+ sin'P, J,',"'(2y, II,.

+Dig

"

H2

=

sin281 Jh

(I + 1)
yi Ii-'I—

x [sin

1/Til

spectral densities 1'0'(co) are proportional

Thus,

An expression for T&~, II was first given by Look and
Lowe" for the case of H]I on resonance and then later
extended by Jones'" to the oft'-resonance case. In the
limit yIH07
1 (corresponding
to temperatures far
below the T~ minimum), Jones's expression reduces
to

Tl I)»
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.

(53)

sin'II,

A comparison of Eqs. (52) and (53) clearly shows
that the HI dependence of T]„Iis very much PiA'erent
in the two cases. Thus, by measuring T~„(III)as a
function of 81 (at constant H~i), we can easily determine whether I-'spin or S-spin diA'usion dominates the
relaxation.

III.

EXPERIMKN'f AI. METHODS
'

A. T] 0. pulse sequence

The pulse sequence for measuring T]g' has been
(Note that the
described briefly in a previous paper.
first pulse sequence proposed for measuring T]~' was
a double-resonance sequence. ' The pulse sequence
described here is a single-resonance sequence. It ~s
simpler and provides a larger signal than does the
former. ) Here we describe the T~o' pulse sequence in
more' detail.
First we demagnetize the I spins (see Fig. 3) by

"
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goo

90
PHASE

~

—VARI

PULSE~

SHIFT-

A

REMAGNE T IZE

BL E

(AS SHOWN BELOW)

ADRF—

I

I

7~h2 - ---- ----

0

T

FIG. 3. Pulse sequence for measuring
resonance frequency of H~&.

T]»'. The

tower figure sho~s the variation

spin-locking3' (i.e. , a 90' pulse followed by a 90'
phase shift) followed by adiabatic demagnetization in
the rotating reference frame" (ADRF). This step
transfers Zeeman order which was originally along Ho
to dipolar order of the Ã»"' reservoir.

We then apply H~l at a frequency which is off resonance by an amount yih]. The dipolar reservoir is
now properly described in the rotating reference
frame, i. e., by Ko "'(8()), where 8() =tan '(II)(/h)).
If we are sufftciently far off resonance (8(t -—0), we
see from comparison of Eqs. (20) —(22) with Eqs.
(5) —(7) that Zo(oo'(8„=0) is approximately equal to
Z~ '. Thus the dipolar order, which was in the Ko"'
reservoir before H] I was turned on, is preserved and
is now in the Ko '(8(, ) reservoir.
We next sweep the frequency of H] I to a value off
resonance by an amount yih2. This process varies Hi
and accordingly varies Zo(0"'(8() If we swee. p
sumciently slowly, the order of the Z(,""'(8() reservoir
is preserved at all times, and thus the process is adiabatic. The dipolar order is now in the &o''0'(8(2)
Since Z('('"'(8. ()
reservoir, where 8(2- tan '(H~(/h2)
varies as we sweep 8&, the sweep process effectively
sweeps the heat capacity of the dipolar reservoir.
The entire process has thus transferred Zeeman
order originally along Ho to dipolar order of the
Ho '(8(2) reservoir. Since the'entire pulse sequence
thus far has been adiabatic (i.e. , spin order is
preserved), the spin temperature can be calculated":
'

r(xz()'
Tr[g ioo((8 )]2
T,

1/2

(54)

Note that 812 is arbitrary and can be chosen to be any
value desired. We hold the value of H~ at 012 for a
time v, during which the dipolar order decays via
relaxation. We write a rate equation for
.spin-lattice
Po"' which defines T~o".

of

Ace&

dPo'
dr

»

]D

,

= yIH, —~l,
&

(Pii'

P(

the off-

).— .

(55)

[see Eq. (54)], Po ' decays
essentially towards zero. Thus, from Eq. (55), we can
write, to good approximation,

Since Po''

PL initially

Po" (() =Po" (0) exp[ (/Tj(('(8—
(,)]

(56)

After the time v, w'e s~eep the frequency of H]I
back off resonance (i.e. , sweep 8( back to 8(~) and
then turn H] I oft'. This transfers any remaining dipolar order of Ko""'(8(2) back to dipolar order of Zo"'.
Remagnetization of the I spins further transfers thig,
ordeg to Zeeman order along H]&. The magnetization
MI, now along H]&, is less than the original Mo~ by
the factor exp[ —
(/T~(&'(8(2)] and is measured by turning off H]~ suddenly and then observing the free induction decay (FID). By repeating this pu'lse sequence for various values of' 7, the spin-lattice relaxation time T~o'(8(2) can be determined using
M(

= Mo'( exp[ —7/Ti

o '("(2)]

(57)

We now examine in more detail some of the unique
feature]s of the T]»' pulse sequence. To do so, it is
useful first to develop a general expression for calculating the loss of spin order due to a sudden change in
the Hamiltonian.
Consider an isolated spin system
with an initial Hamiltonian K, . At internal thermal
equilibrium, the system can Pe characterized by a spin
temperature P, . Now, if we change the Hamiltonian
suddenly to K/, after. a lime T2 the system again attains internal equilibrium at a new temperature P(:.
From Goldman,
we see that

"

&(. gg,

}

Tr(K~X
&

Tr(K(')

If the process of changing

)(
Ã, to

(5g)

K, had been adiabatic
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instead of sudden, we would have preserved the spin
order and obtained
'

(ad(ah)

p

p

Tr K 2
Tr(Z/)2

'
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(59)

The loss of order due to a sudden change in the Hamiltonian can be characterized by a function f'defined
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maintain

internal thermal equilibrium at all times.
I spins and weak S spins, this
condition is most stringent at 01
because of the
absence at that angle of I-I interactions which normally bring the reservoir quickly to equilibrium.
This feature can be seen most easily from a calculation of the local field HL((e() defined by

For a system of strong

=0„,

, Tr[X(2(00)(e/)]2

by
fj ( ) lt t] (l (.'tl )

Tr(Z, Z/)
[Tr(g )'Tr(~

P1
~ (ttdittb)

~

)']

(60)

/

Thus, if the Hamiltonian of an energy reservoir is
suddenly changed, the resulting reciprocal spin temperature will be smaller by the factor f than it would
have been if the change had been adiabatic.
Now consider the TI/2' pulse sequence (see Fig. 3).
After the initial ADRF, H]I is turned on suddenly at a
frequency which is oA resonance by an amount
y/h)(ej =e/I) Using . D and D (e») as the initial
and final Hamiltonians, respectively, we obtain from
Eq. (60)

Tr[g (0)~(00)(e )]
ITr[~ (0)] 2 Tr [@(00) (e )] 2} I/2
& (00)(e )

From the above expression, we calculated the local
(I spins are '0F, and Sspins are K) as a
function of e/ at two different crystal orientations (see
Fig. 4). We can see that at e, —e„,the local field
H(/(e() becomes very small, thereby resulting in a
('(e/)] required
greatly lengthened time T,
y/ HL—
for the ZD '(e/) reservoir to come to internal thermal
equilibrium.
If we sweep 01 slightly too fast to be completely adiabatic near
then the sweep can still be adiabatic
outside some interval bounded by 0~ =0„,+ 50. Over
this interval, we can approximate the sweep by a sudden step in e/ a'nd use Eq. (60) to calculate the factor
field in KF

=

[:

0„„

f:

.

Tr[Z'0" (e„,—he) Z'"'(e„,+ he)]
ITr[Z'0" (e —Ae)]'Tr[K'""(e +he)]'}

the traces, we use the relation,

In evaluating

g (0)

(61)

(66)

)'

Tr(Z

+ ~ (0i)(e

"

(62)

(67)
Since

'rr[R'(0"

(e„)H00)(e )] =0

we immediately

(63)

obtain

Tr[~ (00)(e )]2

(64)

Tr [~ (0)] 2

If we neglect the effect of S spins (which
our experiments

f=

—, (3

when e/I is not near

cos'e/

—I)

is the case in

e„,), we

have

(65)

—0), we can see
If we are very far from resonance (e, =
—1. Thus, in the T]1&' pulse
from this equation that f =
sequence, the step of turning on H] I preserves dipolar
order provided H]I is far oA' resonance. Similarly, the
step of turning H]I oA' again yields the same result
since Eq. (60) is symmetric in Z, and Z/. In the ex-

periments actually performed, h] = 100 G and
HI/ = 10 G. Thus e(I = 6' and, from Eq. (65).,
f'=0. 985. So only 1, 5% of the magnetization is lost
by the sudden turn on of H] I.
Another step in the T]»' pulse sequence that needs
closer examination is the sweeping of the H]I frequency when the Zl&" reservoir is in a "cooled" state of dipolar order. Of course, as stated before, if the sweep
rate is slow enough, the process is adiabatic and dipolar order is preserved. This requires that changes in
Z/2(00)(e/) occur sufficientl slowly that its reservoir can

O. I

60

50
ez (degrees

)

90

em

FIG. 4. The local field HI &(0&) calculated from Eq. (66)
for KF at two different crystal orientations: Ho along. the
(100j and [111] crystal axes as indicated in the figure.
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If one uses Eqs. (20) —(22) for Z///""'(0/), one
should note that these expressions are written in a
coordinate system with the z axis along H, /r/ (which
makes an angle 0/ with Ho). Thus, the expressions
for K &oo/(0 —50) and X/'&o/(0 +50) would be in

I

3 cos'(0„,—50)

—1

3 cos'(0„,+ 50)

3 cos2(0„,—AO)

—I

»

HL//

2

+ cos

In calculating the trace
it is important that the two dipolar
be written in the saIne coordinate frame.

interactions
Thus, it is necessary to transform one of these terms
to the coordinate frame of the other. We then obtain

2,
(Og,

~ ~

in the numerator,

3 cos2(2gO)

/

'2

~

diferent coordinate systems.

r

1
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HL//

+cos(0„, 60) cos(0„,+ 50) cos(260) HL/g
j

/

'

-1

40) H//$

x

3 cos'(0„,+ AO)
2

'

—I
H///

+ cos

(Og,

+5

-1/2

)0H//g'

(68)
Note that we neglected the S-S interactions. The third
factor in each of the two terms in the numerator of
Eq. (68) comes from the additional coordinate
transformation described above. We calculated f'for
KF at two diA'erent crystal orientations (see Fig. 5).
For an adiabatic sweep (50 =0), of course, we have
f =1. As the sweep rate increases, 50 increases and
decreases finally going negative. A negative f' means
that the spin temperature reverses its sign. In this
case, the sign reversal is caused by the reversal in the
direction of the local field during the nonadiabatic step
so that spins aligned parallel to the local field before
that step are now aligned antiparallel to the local field
afterwards: hence a negative temperature.
(Of
course, the above treatment is valid only for the case
of strong I spins and weak S spins. )
We verified this feature qualitatively with the fol-

f

lowing experiment.
Instead of sweeping A at a constant rate in the T~l&' pulse sequence, we swept h from
100 to 15 G at a rate of 50 G/msec and then from 15
G to 2.5 G at some variable rate h, and finally from
2. 5 G to 0 at 50 G/msec. With this method, then, the
s~eep rate h over the region near the magic angle
could be varied down to very small values. (0/ = 0„,
corresponds to h —10 for this experiment. ) The
same sequence of sweep rates were applied in reverse to sweep h from 0 back up to l 00
again.
The T~I~' pulse sequence, using the h-sweep described
above, was applied to KF at room temperature
T~/&') and the FID amplitude was measured as a
(7
function of h (see Fig. 6). Note that, in this experiment, we sweep 01 through the magic ingle twIce
(once in each direction); thus the resulting signal will
be proportional to f'. As we increase the sweep rate,
f' should first decrease to zero and then increase to a
positive value again. This is indeed what we observed
(see Fig. 6). Note that we never quite attained com0. 1
plete adiabaticity in this experiment, even at h —
G/msec. On the other hand, as can be seen in Fig. 6,
we found that we could preserve much of the spin
order by sweeping fast enough for f'to be negative.
Thus, in our T~l&' measurements, we used h —8o
G/msec. Even though this sweep rate was far from
being truly adiabatic, nevertheless, much of the spin
order was preserved during the sweep. We thus have
the surprising result that more signa, l is obtained if the
sweep of 01 is very nonadiabatic near 0„,than if it is
almost adiabatic there. Of course, the sweep must be
adiabatic for Oq not near 0„,
.
When using this technique, one must be particularly
careful when measuring T~»' near the magic angle.
Small instabilities in the experimental apparatus can
cause large eA'ects. Earlier, we saw in AgF'an apparent decrease in T~l&' near the magic angle, which
we finally discovered was due to a droop in H~l during
the time interval 7 of the T~&' pulse sequence. Upon
elimination of the droop in H~I, the decrease in T~~'
disappeared.

= 6

6

((

=

=

C=

p

lh

4)

E

5

68 (degrees

)

FIG. 5. The parameter f [defined by Eq. (60)] calculated
from Eq. (68} for KF at two different crystal orientations: Ho
along the [100] and [111] crystal axes as indicated in the
figure.
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FIG. 6. Mi/Moi as function of h in a T]»' pulse sequence (described
Ho along the [100] and [111] crystal axes.

in the

text) applied to KF at two diA'erent crystal

orientations:

B. Tj), f(H))

proximately T2. Using simple geometric relationships,
we calculate the "spin-locked" component of MI'.

pulse sequence

There are a variety of possible pulse sequences for
measuring T]„IoA resonance. We used a very simple
sequence (see Fig. 7) which resembles a standard
spin-locking technique commonly used for measuring
T]„onresonance. The entire pulse sequence is applied
at a single constant frequency oA' resonance. To insure a constant H», we varied Ho rather than col in
this experiment.
First we spin-lock the I spins by applying a pulse of
length v„followed by a 90' phase shift. During the 71,
pulse, the I-spin magnetization MI precesses about
H„,]~ I with frequency yIH, , I. After the 90' phase
shift, MI precesses about the new H,.f)'( until the perpendicular component dies to zero in a time of ap~~.

F ID

Tp PULSE.

90' PWASE

SW|F&

F1G. 7. Pulse sequence for measuring T]„(HI). The entire
sequence is done at a single frequency. which is oA resonance
by an amount A =H]&cot01.

= Mf))[sin

Mf

Hf

Sln(y(H~f

+ COSH)

sin'Hf

/

fpT)

cos(yf H,, ff f T„)

+COS Hf]

„,

Maximizing this equation with respect to 7. we find
the length of pulse needed for spin-locking the maximum amount of magnetization:
yf Huff )T),

= cot

Putting this into Eq.

(69), we obtain

M)" = Mof [sin'Hf(1+cos'Hf)
'

(70)

(cosH))

'

'+cos-'Hf]

This function has a minimum of MI""' =0.96MOI at
9,. =55 . Thus, by using the appropriate pulse length
T„given by Eq. (70), nearly all of the original magnetization MOI can be spin-locked along H,, [~I. One
should note that a 90 phase shift is not the optimum
for oA-resonance spin-locking. However, as we have
seen above, a 90 phase shift will result in a 96% magnetization even at the most unfavorable value for 01.
Following the spin-locking, MI decays towards zero
via spin-lattice relaxation and, after a time ~, is reduced by a factor exp[ —
T/Tf„f(H))]. At this point, Hff
is turned oA' suddenly, and we observe. the, FIB.. [Actually, only the component of MI perpendicular to H()
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contributes to the FIB and thus the maximum signal
obtainable with this pulse sequence is approximately
Mosin0&. In order to improve the efficiency for small
HI (far off resonance), one should use a different
pulse sequence such as the one described by Cornell
and Pope. '6 ]

]0

]0

e

IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
We operated our NMR spectrometer at 24 MHz ussynthesizer (Adret 6100 with plug-ins
6300 and 6500) which is remotely programmable. We
swept frequency by using the "search mode" via an
externally applied analog voltage.
Our probe was a single coil matched to 50 A. A
combination of crossed diodes and quarter-wavelength
transmission lines protected the receiver arnplier during the rf pulse. We described a similar configuration
in a previous paper.
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RESULTS
fo

A. T~o and T~o'((l, )

1. Potassium

fluoride (KFJ

]o'

In order to verify some of the theoretical expressions in Sec. II, we made T]& and T]»' measurements
on a single crystal of KF (I spins are "F, S spins are
'"K) doped with about 1000-ppm mole fraction CaF2.
(This crystal was grown by the Crystal Growth Laboratory of the University of Utah Physics Department. ) Similar crystals have been reported ' to produce mobile potassium vacancies that dominate
djffusion at low temperatures.
We measured the temperature dependence of T]»
(see Fig. 8) for KF at two different crystal orientations: Ho along the [100] and [111] crystal axes. In
Fig. 8, we identify four different regions of relaxation
processes. Region I (T & 170'C) is dominated by potassium diffusion as reported in Ref. 11. From the
slopes of the lines through the data, we obtain activation energies Eq =0.75 +0. 15 eV arid 0.92+0.15 eV
for the [100] and [111] crystal orientations, respectively. These values are in fair agreement with that
reported in Ref. 11 (E& =0.83 eV). (Note that, in
drawing the solid lines in Fig. 8, we corrected the data
by subtracting the relaxation rate due to the process
dominant in Region II. Thus, the line represents the
relaxation rate due to the Region I process alone,
whereas the data itself is actually the sum of the relaxation rates of Region I and Region II processes. )
Our data (Fig. 8) for the two orientations shows
that, in Region I, T]» is very anisotropic, as predicted
by Eq. (30) for S-spin diffusion. We made a more detailed anisotropy measurement at 227'C (see Fig. 9).
In this experiment, the crystal was oriented in Ho with

I

2
OOOO/T(

K

)

FIG. 8. TI I and T]» in KF at two different crystal orientations: Ho along the [100] and [111] crystal axes. The two
different symbols for T]» [100] refer to two different sarnples.

the axis of rotation (perpendicular to H„)along the
[110] crystal axis. Measurements of T~t, for various
rotatioris are shown in Fig. 9. A theoretical calculation, using Eq. (30) which assumes S-spin diffusion,
was made. In this calcuiation, the quantity r/(I —psl)
was determined from a best fit to our data. (We treated the factor (1 —pal) as being isotropic. Any error
due to this approximation should be very small'""
compared to the effects which we study here. ) Since
there are no other adjustable parameters, the excellent
agreement between theory and ex]yenment in Fig. 9 is
gratifying. The large anisotropy iri T]» verifies that
diffusion of Sspins is dominant at this temperature.
Such a large anisotropy would not be observed if
diffusion of I spins were dominant.
In Regions II and III of Fig. 8, the behavior of the
data is very similar to that observed by Ho and
Ailioh"'" and also by Wei and Ailion
in various
samples of doped CaF2 and SrF2. They interpreted
the effect to be due to localized diffusion, i. e. , mobile
defects bound to impurity ions. Accordingly, it is likely that, in the present potassium Ouoride T]» data, we
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laxation.
We chose to measure Tin'(i)i) as a function of i)i at
200'C (see Fig. 10). This temperature is in Region I
of Fig. 8, where potassium diffusion dominates T~D.
At 0& =0, the data point is actually a measurement of
Since &,&""'(ill = 0) is equal to KDO', a comparison of Eqs. (25) and (34) shows that T, o'(i), =0) is
equal to Tio As .predicted by Eq. (39) for S-spin motion, Tio' shows a large dependence on 0& (two orders
of magnitude). A theoretical calculation of Tio'(Oi)
using Eq. (39), fit to the value of Tio' only at Hi =0
(which is Tio), is also shown in Fig. 10 and is in good
agreement with the data. This data verifies an important feature of Tio'(Oi). By varying i), , we can vary
the effect of 5-spin diffusion on Tio'(Hi)
Measurements of Tio'(ili) at Hi =90' (h, =0) were
also made as a function of temperature over part of
Regions I and II (see Fig. 11). As can be seen,
Tio'(90') is much larger than T, o (a feature characteristic of S-spin diffusion) and is thus in agreement
with the anisotropy measurements which similarly
demonstrate that 5-spin dift'usion is dominant.
2. Silver fluoride (AgFJ

0
FIG. 9, T~o anisotropy
about its [110] axis.

. 60
50
8 {deg.)
in

90

KF at 227 C. Crystal is rotated

Tio and Tio'(90') were also measured"'3 in two
diA'erent samples of AgF. Sample No. 1 was obtained
from Research Organic/Inorganic
Chemical Corp,
(AG-10, 98% pure) and Sample No. 2 from
Cerac/Pure Inc. (S-1080, 99.5% pure). [A third sam-

see an eAect also
mobile potassium
Between Regions
ply decreases for

due to localized diAusion, that is,
vacancies bound to Ca++ ions.
II and III, the slope of the data sharWei and
increasing temperature.
Ailion " "showed evidence that this behavior was in
their case caused by an abrupt change in diA'usion
mechanism. Thus the relaxation process of Region II
and is not present i i Region III, and the relaxation
process of Region III is not present in Region II. Accordingly, the two relaxation rates do not add together
in each other's region, in contrast to the case of Regions I and II discussed above. However, we are perplexed by the fact that the transition temperature
between Regions II and III appears to change with crystal orientation.
From Fig. 8, we see that our Region II exhibits
large anisotropy, as in Region I, which suggests that
the dominant relaxation mechanism is some kind of
potassium diffusion (possibly localized, as discussed
above). Region III, on the other hand, exhibits much
less anisotropy.
In Region IV (T &O'C), the relaxation rate seems
to have very little temperature dependence and is
possibly due to paramagnetic impurities. The T~& data
in Fig. 8 is probably due to paramagnetic impurity re-

ol:

I

0

I

I

50
8&

90

(degrees)

FIG. 10. T~z' as a function of && in KF at
that the data point at I9& =0 is T]~.

200'C, Note
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FIG. 11. T]» and T]»'(90')

in

)

KF with Ho along the [100]

crystal axis.

pie was obtained from Apache Chemicals inc. (+6957,
99% pure) but apparently contained too much magnetic impurity for useful data to be obtained. ] To our

knowledge, no previous diffusion measurements have
ever been made in AgF. From the temperature
dependence of T~I& (see Fig. 12), some motional process is evident at temperatures above T —60 'C.
Note that data from both samples are plotted in Fig.
12 and that they behave similarly in this diffusion region. At lower temperatures, where paramagnetic impurities possibly dominate T]», they differ significantly
with the purer sample (Sample No. 2) having the
longer relaxation time. From the slope of' the line -:
drawn through the data points, we obtain
E. =0.92+0.15 eV. As in KF, the data was corrected
by subtracting off the relaxation rate of the lowtemperature process.
Actually, AgF is a three-spin system: '"F, ' 'Ag,
and '"'Ag. Labeling "F as the I spins, and the two

=

&

—
.

{90')

silver isotopes as S spins, the theoretical expressions
given in Sec. II need be only slightly modified. Since
the interactions between the S spins are so small that
they can be neglected, the effect of S-spin motion on
relaxation rates can be calculated separately for '"'Ag
and '"'Ag and then added together to obtain the net
relaxation rate.
We measured T~l&'(6&) for 9, =90' over the entire
temperature region where diffusion dominates. In F ig.
12, we see that Tt»'(90') = Tt» for both samples. This
behavior is typical of I-spin diffusion [see Eq. (37)],
as contrasted with the behavior, T~»'(90') && T~,&,
characteristic of S-spin diffusion (see Fig. 11). Thus,
we have conclusive evidence that fluorine diffusion
dominates T]» in our samples of AgF.
We also measured T~»'(ll&) as a function of 0, in
both samples (see Figs. 13 and 14). As can be seen
from this data, T~I&'(0, ) is approximately independent
of Hl. Again, this is behavior typical of I-spin
diffusion [see Eq. (37)], in contrast to that of S-spin
diffusion seen in Fig. 10. [We have not attempted to
explain the slight decrease in T~»'(H&) for increasing

8(.]
S-spin diffusion has the greatest effect on T&»'(0&)
when 01 is near 0„,
. In Fig. 13, for example, we see
that at 0& =52' (which is near t)„,), T~»'(0&) approximately equals T]» and is therefore dominated by Ispin diffusion: At this angle (8& =52'), T~,&'(r)&) due
to S-spin diffusion in AgF is given by [see Eq. (39)]
1

The fact that

= (0.47)

I spin

1

(1 —p;, )

diffusion dominates

(72)

T~„'(52')
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means that the relaxation rate given by Eq. (37) for
I-spin diffusion must be much larger than that given
by Eq. (72) above for 5-spin diffusion. Thus, assuming that 2(1 —p«) and (I —p&1) are of the same order
of magnitude, we conclude that, for this sample of

AgF, v(

((

7'g.

.

In all of the other silver halides (AgCl, AgBr, Agl),
silver diO'usion is dominant.
Hence, it was somewhat surprising to us to And that in AgF fluorine
diffusion is dominant. Perhaps one factor influencing
this behavior is the impurities in AgF. In contrast to
the other silver halides, high-purity samples of AgF
are not available. AgF is also very reactive and usually contains a considerable amount of AgF2 and
Ag2F. 43 Impurities in AgF could increase signifi. antly
the number of mobile fluorine defects, thus causing
'"
fluorine diffusion to be dominant,

O, l—
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at 68 C. Note the data point at
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Sample No.

1

of' AgF

01=0 is T]o.

Ti
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We measured T~„Ion resonance (0, =90') in KF
([100] crystal orientation) as a function of temperature (see Fig. 15). From the slope of the line, we obtain F. . =0.76+0.15 eV, in agreement with that of
Region I in Fig. 8. Thus potassium vacancy diffusion
&

„I

T] over this temperature region. At
made one T~„imeasurement for the [111]
orientation and found a large anisotropy. From calcu-
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lations of J'"'(~) found in the literature,
that the theoretical anisotropy is

T~„I([111 [)
T, , ([100])

"we

hnd

0.65, I —spin diffusion
spin diffusion
26, S —

Thus, the T[„Ianisotropy measured. in KF also clearly
verifies that, in this region, potassium diA'usion dominates T[l)I.

T~„l(01)was measured

~0.

„,

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described some new met-hods
for identifying and studying the diA'using species in
multispin systems. We have demonstrated that anisofor a two spin
tropy measurements of T[I& and T[„
system of strong I and weak S spins is clearly capable
of distinguishing between diAusion of the two species.
Anisotropy measurements may similarly be useful in'
other types of multispin systems (e.g. , strong I and
strong S spins as in LiF). Of course, such anisotropy
measurements are limited to systems in which- single
crystals are obtainable.
We introduced a new technique involving a new relaxation time T[D' which also can be very eAective in
distinguishing between diA'usion of difterent spin
species. This technique has the advantage that it is
not restricted to single crystals and can easily be applied to polycrystalline samples. Furthermore, we
have shown that T[,&' measurements can enhance sub-
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KF at 351'C as

a function of 01. The ratio T~„l(01)/T~„q(90')is plotted in
Fig. 16 along with the theoretical calculation from Eq.
(53) for S-spin diffusion. T'o contrast this case with
that of I-spin diffusion, T)„1(f)I)was measured in a
single crystal of undoped CaF2 at 314'C. (I spins are
'"F. There are no S spins of any significance. ) At this
temperature, fluorine diffusion dominates T~„,. (We
concluded this by measuring I:.,
9 eV and comparing it with the other measurements, '9 "')
The ratio T~„~(0~)/T, (90') is plotted in Fig 16
along with the theoretical calculation from Eq. (52).
for I-spin difusmn. As cgn be seen in Fig. 16, agreement between data and theory is fairly good, especially
the contrast between I-spin and S-spin diA'usion. It is
clear that these measurements provide an easy
method for distinguishing between the two types of
diA usion.
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stantially the efTects of the diffusion of weak spins.
Not only can this technique be applied to the study of
abundant weakly magnetic spins (as in the cases
described in this paper) but almost certainly it can be
extended to the case of diPusion of dilute strongly
magnetic spins (e.g. , diffusing. impurities). Our technique also has the capability of allowing us to separate
competing dift'usion processes and study them individuaHy,
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